**Objective**
The student will gain speed and accuracy in reading connected text.

**Materials**
- Set of decodable books or passages

  *Select previously introduced text which focuses on target letter-sound correspondences.*

**Activity**
Students practice rereading decodable text with a partner.
1. Provide each student with a copy of the text.
2. Taking turns, student one reads the first sentence of the text aloud. Student two reads along silently providing assistance when needed.
3. Continue to read alternating sentences until the entire text is read.
4. Reverse roles and reread the text several times attempting to gain speed and accuracy.
5. Peer evaluation

**Extensions and Adaptations**
- Make copies of the text and circle target letter-sound correspondences.
- Read other decodable texts with targeted letter-sound correspondences.
- Use a timer to quicken the pace.